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Beam currents of radioactive‘7F(Tuz= 65s) as high ss 2X106 S-] have been prdued at fie ATLAS facility and delivered to target
for nuclear ~hysics research. The d(1G0,17F)n and p(170, *7F)nreaction were used to produce the *7Fin the energyrange of 65-110
MeV with F intensities of up to 250 pnA. The target employed is a liquidnitrogencooledHz gas CXU Wifi HAVAR window

operating at up to 8X104 Pa pressure. Anew beam optics geometry consisting of a superconducting solenoid immediately after the
production target followed by a single superconducting resonator has significantly improved the total capture efficiency of the
transport system. The superconducting solenoid captures the highly divergent secondary beam and refocuses it to improve the beam
match into the remainder of the transport system. A single superconducting resonator then ‘debunches’ the beam, reducing the
energy spread by a factor of four. The beam energy can also be varied, using the resonant cavity, without changing the primary
beam energy. Detailed discussion of the results, comparison to calculations, and further possible improvements will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in beams of radioactive isotopes for a wide
variety of research in nuclear physics continues to grow.
At the ATLAS facility more than 15% of all beam time in
the past year was devoted to not naturally occurring
rahactive species. The development of a *7F beam
(TI#i5s) has been in progress for a number of years and
the first successfid experiments with such a beam were
reported earlier(l,2,3).

For the production of “F, we use an in-flight technique
exploiting the features of inverse kinematics to produce a
well-defined secondary beam. Rlmary beams of either ‘GO
or ’70 bombard a gas cell containing correspondingly
either deuterium or hydrogen. The *7Fbeams are produced
via either the d(’GO,‘7F’)nor p(’70, ‘7F)n reactions in the
energy range of 65-110 MeV. The beam properties are
&termined by the reaction kinematics and effects of
straggling in the gas and the windows of the gas cell.

By normal accelerator standards, these beams are of
very poor quality with large energy and angular spreads.
The beam emittance can be minimized by using a good
transverse and time focus of the primary beam on the
production targe~ but the effect is limited by the
significant thickness of the target gas cell. In this paper
we report the performance of a new beam optics
configuration which improves our ability to capture and
transport the secondary beam produced in these inverse
reactions and achieves a significant reduction in the energy
spread of the secondary beam.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORT

Primary Gas Target

h order to achieve high secondary beam intensities, a
high pressure gas cell with metal windows is used as the
production target which can withstand primary beam
intensities up to 250pnA. The gas cell consists of a double-

walled 2.5 cm inner diameter cylinder 7.5 cm long. The
chamber between the walls can be filled with a circulating
cooling liquid such as liquid nitrogen which both stabilizes
the target thickness and increases the effective thickness at
a given pressure. The windows are 1.9 mg/cm2 HAVARm
(a cobalt chromium nickel alloy) foils soldered to a
stainless steel ring with an inner diameter of 1.3 cm and
mounted on the gas cell using an indhun gasket. The
pressure used in the gas cell ranged up to 8.5X104 Pa. The
lifetime of the HAVAR foils was up to 80 hours depending
on the beam curren~ spot size, and cooling. Cooling the
cells to liquid nitrogen temperature is critical to optain the
longest window lifetimes. In order to eliminate the need
for opening the beam line system after a window failure,
two assemblies of three gas cells each were stacked
together on linear translator stages.

First Production and Transport Geometry

The gas cell was initially installed in front of a bending
magnet Ieadmg to the Enge split-pole sptxtrograph at the
ATLAS accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory. The
optics of the spectrograph beamline was mcxiMed by the
addition of a second quadruple doublet (see Fig. 1) to
improve the transport efficiency for the “F beam which is
estimated to have a total normalized emittance (q#3e) of
11.37r mrnmr. Even with the addition of a second
quadruple the beamline angular acceptance is
approximately 0.55° for a beam with no energy spread.
The acceptance was further reduced due to the energy
spread of the reaction products.

In this configuration, *7Fbeams with energies between
55-100 MeV have been produced. The average reduced
“F beam intensity was 700 (&pnA)-’ and corresponded to a
beam transport efficiency of approximately 1.5%. With a
primary ’70 beam of up to 250 pn~ rates of 2x 10s “F/s
on the secondary target were achieved into a 1 cm diameter
beam spot.
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reestablish the orbit, and an experimental means to test the
realignment eff’ts.

The method cakxdatea the deflection (kick) at a correc-
tor on a girder that is cquivalen~ in the rma sense, to the
displacementof quadruples supportedby the same girder.
If we equate therms of the distortions caused by a kick
J#inacorrector Vonagirdez G,tottterms of thedis-
tortions causedby a displacement& of the quadrupole-son
the same girder, we obtain [3]:

(@)Q (R;+@+(dg’)v =
(<m >)V

2RlR@x4Aq$ - A@ J)l/2, (1)

where /3 denotes the wrtical betatron function at the cor-
rector and & = (&KilJ, withKi, Ii and A#i, the
strength, length and incremental phase advauce of the Z*
quadruple, respectively. We assumedtwo quadruples on
the girder, for illustration.

Table 1 lists the VGD equivalent kicks for the lattice
model used in the simulations. Veritlcationof the VGD

Table 1: VGD equivalent kicks

methodis shownin Fig. 2 where we plot the differencesbe-
tween a real girder displacementnear the 420-m mark and
a VGD at the same location. For the latter, a l-mm girder
displacement is replaced by a O.1-mrad kick. As shown in
the figure, the residuats are less than 50 pm, whereas either
alone produces an rms orbit distortion of about eight times
that or 0.40 mm.
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Figure 2: Residuats between real and virtual displacement.

4 CORRECTION OF REALIGNMENT
EFFECTS

The VGDmethodalso provides a local correctionscheme.
By adjusting the corrector strengths to minus the equiva-
lent quadrupoledisplacements,we canartificiallybring the
girders to thecorrectelevationon the lattice.

Perturbationsto the users’ orbi~ introducedby girderre-
alignmen$can be reducedby a factorof 10by a H cor-
rection that uses the correctors definedby the VGD algo-
rithm. ‘he locat correction may not be enough to bring
the users’ orbit to within the *1O pradians tolemnq how-
ever, this tolerance can be easily achieved by a Mher
“glob= correction,normally done using one correctoron
each Girder 1 and one correctoron each Girder5.

In Fig. 3 wecomparethe simulatedchangesin the users’
orbit after a local correction, shown in the upper plotj
to simulatedchanges after a local plus global correction,
shown in the lower plot. The latter correctionrequires a
maximum correctorstrength of 0.3 mrad. Although there
is Iittfeimprovementin the residuatclosed-orbitdistortions
whentheglobalcorrectionfollowsa localcorrection,asex-
pected, theoverallcorrector-strengthrmscanbe 10%lower
for the “hat plus global” scheme, compared to therms
from a “globat-only”scheme.
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Figure 3: Users’ orbit after a local correction(upperplot)
and a localplus globatcorrection (lowerplot).

4.1 Experimental Tests

We conductedmachine tests on the most misalignedgird-
ers in the ring,whereinthe correctorsin Table 1 were set to
the values estimatedby the VGD method. We testedvirtu-
ally displacingindividualgirders and sets of girders,with
and without orbit correction after the displacements. We
found verygood agreementbetween the experimentaland
simulated valuesof the uncorrected orbit at the BPMs for
Girder 1 in Sector 16. For Girders 3 and 5, those values
differedby less than 5%rms. This can be accountedforby
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the measureddifferencesbetween the simulatedandactuat
machine /39-valueaat the quadruples.

In tie lowerplot of Fig. 4 we show the experimentalval-
ues of the orbit at the BPMs after a virtual displacementof
all the quadrupole-supportinggirders (1, 3, and 5) in Sec-
tor 16. Ilte otherplots in the figureshowthecorresponding
sinndation resutts, where “simulatedred” indicatesdistor-
tions obtained by displacing the quadruples, sextuples,
and BPMs on a girderby thesurvey-fittedvaluw, and“sim-
ulated virtual” corresponds to distortions obtainedby set-
ting the correctorsto their respectiveVGD values.As seen
in the figure,the simulated virtuat orbit reproducesthe ex-
periment virtual orbit to within 2% rms.
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F@ure 4: CIosed orbit from experimental and simulated
tests.

4.2 Measured Efectr

In December of 1998, the girders on Sectors 16 and 17 were
realigned vertically. The change in the machine vertical
corrector strength for the correctors in the vicinity of the
reatigned sectors was about 4.034 mrad rms, compared
to the values held just before the realignment. When all
sectors were taken into accoun~ the changes in Utevertical
corrector strengths were very small, about +2 pradians.

In Fig. 5 we compare the measured values of the cor-
rectors needed to reestablish the closed orbit to thosepre-
dicted by the VGD method. Both the machine and simula-
tion corrcdion configuration included the local cotmctors,
indicated in Table 1 and depicted in the figure by a conti-
nous line, and the nominal global correctors, depicted by
a dashed line. l%e simulated values for the global correc-
tors agree quite well with the machine values but less so
for the local correctors. This is attributed to a different, al-
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Figure5: Correctorchangesaftera two-sectorrealignment.

beit equivalen~orbLcomction algorithmused during ac-
tual machineoperation.

5 SUMMARY

We havesimulatedtheeffectsof verticalgirderrealignment
on the APS storagering using both a method of ‘hat” dis-
placements and a method of “virtual”displacements. In
the firstmethod,the measuredsurveyvaluesof girdermis-
alignmentsaredistributedoverall the relevantmagnetele-
ments on a girder and the effectson the orbit are obtained
by simulation.In the secondmethod,a girderdisplacement
is shown to be cquivalen~in therms sense, to deflections
producedby a correctoron the samegird= whosestrength
valuecanbe calculatedanalytically.his VGD methodal-
lows a machine study to be performedprior to an actual
realignment. ‘Ihevirtual realignment,its effect on the or-
blg and the correctorstrengthrequiredto bring the orbit to
the nominalvaluescan thenbe gauged.

Machinetests prior to anyphysicalrealignmentshowed
that the simulatedresults agreedquite well with the exper-
imental values. Fhtally, the simulation-predictedcorrector
values required to restore the ma orbit for a realignment
of girdersin Sectors 16and 17 wereclose to the measured
changesin verticalcorrectorafter thephysical realignment
of thosegirders.
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